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On a Local Regularity Result for a Minimizer of
a Functional with Exponential Growth
(Hisashi NAITO)
1. Introduction.
$R^{n}(n\geq 2)$ $\Omega$ $\mathbb{R}^{m}$-valued function ,
$E(u)= \int_{\Omega}e^{|\nabla u|^{2}}dx$
.
. , compact Riemann
$(M, g),$ $(N, h)$ $u:Marrow N$ ,
$E_{p}(u)=\int_{M}|\nabla u|^{p}dx$
. , Hardt-Lin [3] ( class ) minimizer , partial
regularity . $E_{p}$ minimizer $[p]+1>\dim M$ $M$ smooth
, $[p]+1\leq\dim M$ , $(\dim M-[p]-1)$ - Hausdorff measure
smooth . , $p=2$ $E_{p}$ harmonic
map , regularity , $\dim M=2$ , Sacks-Uhlenbeck [5]
, $\dim M\geq 3$ Schoen-Uhlenbeck [6] . ,
growth , regularity .
$E$ $S^{1}$ Riemann , critical point
constant speed . , E2 geometric
object critical point .
, .
Theorem 1.1 (Eells-Lemaire [1]). $\mathbb{R}^{n}$ strictly convex reaLvalued function
$E$ , smooth $\varphi 0$ , smooth E-minimizer $\varphi$ with
$\varphi|_{\partial\Omega}=\varphi 0$ .
, (local) vector-valued .





$B:=$ $\cap$ $W^{1-1/pp}(\partial\Omega, R^{m})$ ,
$1<p<\infty$
$W_{g}$ $:= \{u\in\bigcap_{1<p<\infty}W^{1p}(\Omega, R^{m})$ : $u|_{\partial\Omega}=g\}$ , for $g\in B$
. , .
Theorem 1.2 [4]. $g\in B$ , $W_{g}$ unique minimizer $u$ ,
$B_{r}(a)\subset\Omega$ , $u$ $B_{r}(a)$ Holder contin $uo$us .
$E_{p}$ $p>2$ , degenerate elliptic , , Euler-
Laglange degenerate elliptic , , strongly elliptic
, uniformly elliptic . , .
, Warwick $J$ . Eells suggest .
2. Existence of minimizers.
, $E$ minimizer . $g\in B$
, Hilbert space $H^{1}(\Omega, R^{m})$ convex subspace $X_{g}$
$X_{g}$ $:=\{u\in H^{1}(\Omega, R^{m})$ : $u|_{\partial\Omega}=g\}$
. , $E$ $X_{g}$ strongly convex, coersive weakly lower semi-
continuous , unique E-minimizer $X_{g}$ .
, $X_{g}$ E-minimizer $W_{g}$ , $W_{g}$ E-minimizer
. , .
Theorem 2.1. $g\in B$ , $W_{g}$ unique E-minimizer .
3. Regularity of minimizers.
Introduction , uniformly elliptic .
, Moser iteration . , monotonicity formula .
Lemma 3.1. $E$ minimizer $u$ , $B_{R}(a)\subset\Omega$ ,
$r^{-n} \int_{B_{r}(a)}e^{|\nabla u|^{2}}dx$
$[0, R]$ non-decreasing .
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Proof. , Hardt-Lin [3] , $0<r<s<R,$ $0<t< \frac{r+s}{r}$ ,
$\theta_{t}$
$\theta_{t}(x)$ $:=\{\begin{array}{l}txfor0<|x|<r\frac{1}{s-t}\{(1-t)|x|+(ts-r)\}xforr\leq|x|<sxfors\geq|x|\end{array}$
. , $uo\theta_{t^{-}}\in W$ $B_{s}(a)$ $uo\theta_{t^{-1}}=u$ ,
$\frac{d}{dt}\int_{B}.e^{|\nabla(uo\theta_{t}^{-1})|^{2}}dx|_{t=1}=0$
. ,
$n \int_{B_{r}}e^{|\nabla u|^{2}}dx-r\frac{d}{dr}\int_{B,}e^{|\nabla u|^{2}}dx+2r\int_{\partial B_{r}}e^{|\nabla u|^{2}}|\nabla_{r}u|^{2}dS\geq 0$
. , $\nabla_{r}$ ball $B_{r}(a)$ . $r$
,
$\frac{d}{dr}[r^{-n}\int_{B_{r}}e^{|\nabla u|^{2}}dx]\geq 2r^{-n}\int_{\partial B_{r}}e^{|\nabla u|^{2}}|\nabla_{r}u|^{2}dS\geq 0$
monotonicty formula , Moser regularity outline
. , $n=2$ $n\geq 3$ ,
$n\geq 3$ . , $n=2$ .
Lemma 3.2. $\Omega$ $R^{n},$ $(n\geq 3)$ . $E$ $W_{g}$ minimizer
$u$ , $B_{r}(a)\subset\Omega$ , $r$ $C$ , $\epsilon 0=\epsilon o(n)$ , $0<\epsilon<\epsilon 0$
,




Proof. E-minimizer $u$ $E$ Euler-Lagrange weak
:
$\int_{\Omega}\nabla_{i}u^{\alpha}\nabla_{i}v^{\alpha}e^{|\nabla u|^{2}}dx=0$ , for all $v\in C_{0}^{\infty}(\Omega)$ .
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, test function $v$ $\nabla_{k}v$ , $v^{\alpha}$ $:=\nabla_{k}u^{\alpha}w^{\gamma/2}\eta^{2},$ $w=e^{|\nabla u|^{2}}$ , $\gamma<0$
$\gamma>\max\{-1, -4/n\}$ ,
$0= \int_{B_{r}}(\nabla_{k}\nabla_{i}u+\nabla_{i}u\nabla_{k}|\nabla u|^{2})\nabla_{i}\nabla_{k}uw^{\gamma/2+1}\eta^{2}dx$
$+ \frac{\gamma}{2}\int_{B,}(\nabla_{k}\nabla_{i}u+\nabla_{i}u\nabla_{k}|\nabla u|^{2})\nabla_{k}u\nabla_{i}|\nabla u|^{2}w^{\gamma/2+1}\eta^{2}dx$
$+2 \int_{B,}(\nabla_{k}\nabla_{i}u+\nabla_{i}u\nabla_{k}|\nabla u|^{2})\nabla_{k}uw^{\gamma/2+1}\nabla_{i}\eta\eta dx$
. , $\nabla_{i}u\nabla_{i}|\nabla u|^{2}=-\Delta u$ ,
$( \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 1\mathfrak{B})+(F2\Re)=\int_{B_{r}}(|\nabla^{2}u|^{2}+\frac{\gamma}{2}|\Delta u|^{2})w^{\gamma/2+1}\eta^{2}dx+\frac{1}{2}(1+\frac{\gamma}{2})\int_{B_{r}}|\nabla|\nabla u|^{2}|^{2}w^{\gamma/2+1}\eta^{2}dx$
, $0> \gamma>\max\{-1, -4/n\}$ ,
$( \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 1\mathfrak{B})+(\mathfrak{X}2\mathfrak{B})\geq\frac{1}{2}(1+\frac{\gamma}{2})\int_{B_{r}}|\nabla|\nabla u|^{2}|^{2}w^{\gamma/2+1}\eta^{2}dx$
.
, 3
|( 3 )| $\leq C\int_{B,}(1+|\nabla u|^{2})|\nabla|\nabla u|^{2}||\nabla\eta|\eta w^{\gamma/2+1}dx$










$(r^{-n} \int_{B_{r/2}}w^{(\gamma/2+1)\frac{n}{n-2}}dx)^{\text{ }}\leq Cr^{-n}\int_{B_{r}}w^{\gamma/4+1}dx$
. , $\epsilon_{0}+1=(\gamma/2+1)\frac{n}{n-2}$ , , H\"older ,2 ,




$d=dist(\partial\Omega, a),$ $n,$ $E_{0}= \int_{\Omega}e^{|\nabla u|^{2}}dx$ $0$ bound . 1
Lemma 3.3. Lemma 3.2 , $\gamma>1,$ $\epsilon>0$ , $r$ $C$
,
$(r^{-n} \int_{B_{r}}(e^{\gamma|\nabla u|}\eta)^{\frac{2n}{n-2}}dx)^{\frac{n-2}{n}}\leq Cr^{-n}\int_{B_{r}}e^{(\gamma+\epsilon)|\nabla u|^{2}}dx$
. , $\eta$ $B_{r}$ support cutoff $fu$nction .
, Lemma 3.2 .





Lemma 3.4. Lemma 3.2 f $r$ $C$ , $\alpha>2$
,
$(r^{-n} \int_{B_{r/2}}(1+|\nabla u|^{2})^{\alpha\frac{n}{n-2}}dx)^{\frac{n-2}{n}}\leq C(r^{-n}\int_{B_{t}}(1+|\nabla u|^{2})^{\alpha p}dx)^{1/p}$
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. , $p$ $1<p< \frac{n}{n-2}$ .
Proof. Lemma 3.2 , $w=1+|\nabla u|^{2}$ ,
$(r^{-n} \int_{B_{r/2}}w^{\gamma\frac{n}{n-2}}dx)^{\frac{-2}{n}}\leq Cr^{-n}\int_{B,}w^{\gamma}e^{|\nabla u|^{2}}dx$
. , H\"older ,
$(r^{-n} \int_{B_{r/2}}w^{\gamma\frac{n}{n-2}}dx)^{\frac{n-2}{n}}\leq C(r^{-n}\int_{B,}w^{p\gamma}dx)^{1/p}(r^{-n}\int_{B_{r}}e^{q|\nabla u|^{2}}dx)^{1/q}$
. , Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.3 , . I
Lemma , iteration argument .




gradient bound , $\nabla u$ H\"older . ,
Lemma .
Lemma 3.5. , $B_{R_{0}}(a)\subset\Omega,$ $0<r<R_{0}/4$ . , constant vector
$V\in \mathbb{R}^{nm}$ ,
$|V| \leq\sup_{B_{R_{0}}}|\nabla u|$
, $r$ $C$ , constant vector $V_{\sigma}\in \mathbb{R}^{nm}(0<\sigma<1/2)$
,
1 $V_{\sigma}| \leq\sup_{B_{R_{0}}}|\nabla u|$ ,
$\int_{B_{\sigma r}}|\nabla u-V_{\sigma}|^{2}dx\leq C\sigma^{n+2}\int_{B,}|\nabla u-V|^{2}dx+C\sigma^{n}\int_{B_{r}}|\nabla u-V|^{2}dx$
.
Proof. $V_{\sigma}$ . $v:B_{r}arrow \mathbb{R}^{m}$ , $B_{r}$ $v=u$ $\Delta v=0$
$H^{1}$ -solution , $V_{\sigma}$ , $B_{\sigma r}$ . I
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Lemma 3.6. $B_{R_{0}}(a)\subset\Omega$ , $E$ $min$imizer $u$ $0<r<R_{0}$ , $r$
$C$ ,
$\int_{B,(a)}|\nabla u-U_{f}|^{2}dx\leq Cr^{n+2\alpha}$ , $0<\alpha<1$
.
Proof. Lemma 3.5 , $\sigma>0$ , .
$r_{i}$
$:=\sigma^{i}\cdot r$ , $B_{i}$ $:=B_{r;}$





$r_{i+}^{-n_{1}} \int_{B_{i+1}}|\nabla u-W_{i+1}|^{2}dx\leq C\sigma^{2}r_{\dot{*}}^{-n}\int_{B_{i}}|\nabla u-W_{i}|^{2}dx+C$
. , constant vectors $\{W_{i}\}_{i\geq 0}$ ,
. \acute \supset , $U_{t}$ , $\int_{B_{r}}|\nabla u-c|^{2}dx$ minimize , $C_{0}<1$
, $0<\rho<r<R_{0}/4$ ,
$r^{-n} \int_{B_{\rho}}|\nabla u-U_{\rho}|^{2}dx\leq C_{0}r^{-n}\int_{B_{r}}|\nabla u-U_{r}|^{2}d.x+C_{1}$
. Lemma . I
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